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Abstract 

New ideas in writing are not always new but such ideas are the game changers in literature. Literature 

gets new taste and differs from the previous trends only for the new idea which the readers desperately 

want. Amitav Ghosh is a writer of new idea and style both in his fiction and nonfiction. 
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1. Introduction 

Amitav Ghosh is one of the greatest Indian diasporic writer lives in USA. His contribution 

for English literature is immense. His focus of writing is historic incident of India. Ghosh 

deals with his history displacement, communal riots and socio cultural issues of Bengle in his 

writing. Ghosh also emphasizes socio anthropological analyses in his writings, though its 

content is very much miger.  

Ghosh is the first Indian writer in English bagged the coveted Gyan Pitha award. His writing 

is researched based and very much informative. He rarely depends on imagination and 

emotion unlike his contemporaries. Both Ghosh and Rushdie have brough a new status for 

the English literature in India. 

Indian writing in English achieved global status in 1982 when Salman Rushdie bagged the 

coveted Bookers Prize Award for his novel The Midnight Children though Rabindranath 

Tagore was a globally known face for English Literature by winning Nobel Prize for 

Literature in 1913. Meanwhile four Indian writings in English have own Booker Prize Award 

within four decades of Rushdie’s Shot into Fame as an internationally acclaimed writer. The 

other Indian novelist own Booker Prize are Arundhati Roy, Kiran Desai and AravindaAdiga. 

These four Indian writers write novels in different prospective dealing with the post-colonial 

India. 

The novelist who is less known, most accurate, authentic and wields his pen dealing with 

research based fiction and non-fiction is AmtiavGhosh, a diasporic post-colonial writer 

mainly focuses on less known history, dwindling Indian culture and his fast changing socio-

economic scenario of India and abroad. His analysis as it is told is research based. Ghosh is 

perhaps the only Indian writer whose fiction and non-fiction are blistered with information 

and data. Before selecting any topic, to write about it he goes through it both intensively and 

extensively. His extensive reading makes his writings informative and intensive reading 

laced his writings in philosophy and morality. 

His debut In An Antique Landis a research work which Ghosh conducted and pursued in 

rural Egypt about the socio-cultural and economic aspect of the dark continent. The work is 

very much successful which paved the path for Ghosh to become an acclaimed writer. In An 

Antique Land in the documentary proof of his talent understanding the socio-cultural issue of 

a foreign land and his skill as a writer. One after another Ghosh has composed six novels and 

five non-fictional work and almost all of them are masterpieces in English literature. If we 

analyze each and every work one by one the rarest common element of his writing is 

research based. Before selecting any topic he thoroughly goes deep into the matter by an 

intense research method. Then he acquires a thorough knowledge on the topic. 

The common theme of his writing is history. Most of the diasporic and post-colonial writers 

prefer history to any subject matter. Salman Rushdie, Rohinton Mystry, Sashi Thoroor and 

other writers write about history. The common subject matter of history goes back to recent 

post. But Ghosh goes to hundred years back selecting the topic for his writings.  
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The subject matter of history is freedom struggle of India, 

the opium war with China, communal riot. The other topics 

on which Ghosh focuses are the places like Calcutta, 

Mumbai, Dhaka and London where the writer spends some 

time of his life. These places attracted him very much 

because of their cultural background. Both Dhaka and 

Calcutta are his hometowns where Ghosh spent his lost 

childhood. The days of his childhood better surfaced in his 

autobiographical novel The Shadow Lines. Apart from that 

he writes about Bengal culture and bhadralok. The 

bhadraloks are the middleclass educated Bengalis who play 

a prominent role for the growth, development, peace and 

prosperity of Bengali society. Almost all his fictions like 

The Circle of Reason, The Shadow Lines, The Calcutta 

Chromosome, The Glass Palace portray Calcutta and 

Bengali culture. Apart from that he depicts Bengalis born 

and brought up in Europe and America and how they are 

getting westernized, coming in contact with Europeans. 

His fictions and non-fictions deal with certain problems 

which are unsolved and which remain unsolved forever. His 

novels portray problem without finding out the solution. 

Problem without solution is a trend of post-modern fiction 

unlike modern novelists. In modern novels problems and 

solutions remain side by side. But in the postmodern novels 

only problems are portrayed without solutions. The fictions 

of Ghosh are problematic in nature. Almost all novels end 

with problems without finding a suitable solution whatever 

matters are there that beset with problems. One problem 

begins and goes stemming another problem. The post-

modern man adapts himself with problems that are the 

essence of Amitav Ghosh’s writing.  

Bala Kothandaraman in his article circular reasoning: 

Amitav Ghosh’s Rhetoric comments: 

 “The different locals are small over-crowded places with 

refugee’s population adding socio-cultural dimension as 

well as economic and political problems.” 

Ghosh has achieved his excellence developing an idea in his 

fiction instead of planting plots, stories or characters which 

is the essence of postmodern fiction. Its styles differ from 

fiction to fiction and even his nonfiction also gets different 

forms and idea from one text to another. Such styles are 

rarely found among other India writers. 
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